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Restart, reboot, reinvent, 
revitalize, call it what 
you will. The new 
normal is actually 
abnormal. 
Nobody knows 
what’s next.
So what 
happens when
we don’t know?
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The disgrace of online 
advertising reached 
some kind of wretched 
crescendo this week as a 
report emerged detailing 
how advertisers are being 
fucked blind by the 
adtech industry...
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“IF YOU CAN’T FLY 
THEN RUN, IF YOU 
CAN’T RUN THEN 
WALK, IF YOU CAN’T 
WALK THEN CRAWL, 
BUT WHATEVER 
YOU DO YOU HAVE 
TO KEEP MOVING 
FORWARD”Martin Luther King Jr.

“COURAGE IS NOT A 
MAN WITH A GUN IN HIS 
HAND. IT’S KNOWING 
YOU’RE LICKED BEFORE 
YOU BEGIN BUT YOU 
BEGIN ANYWAY AND 
YOU SEE IT THROUGH 
NO MATTER WHAT. 
YOU RARELY WIN, BUT 
SOMETIMES YOU DO.”Harper Lee, To Kill a 
Mockingbird.

“IT IS AMAZING 
WHAT YOU CAN 
ACCOMPLISH IF YOU 
DO NOT CARE WHO 
GETS THE CREDIT.”Harry S Truman
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Restart, reboot, reinvent, 
revitalize, call it what 
you will.

The new normal is actually 
abnormal. Nobody knows what’s 
next.

So what happens when we 
don’t know?

We tune into countless 
webinars to seek hope; it is like 
going to a fortune-teller about 
your destiny: the gratification is 
fleeting.

Meantime, here are some 
facts….

Small business owners 
are digging up their 
savings to keep their 
companies afloat. I joined 
the long queue at the 
EPF (Employees’  
Provident Fund) 
office to drain 
whatever’s left 
in my retirement 
fund. I was there 
all of 15 minutes 
and saw at 
least four fellow 
businessmen from 

The Great
Return?
///EDITOR’S NOTE

our industry doing the same.
Personal money and company 

money is now one and the same.
Collecting receivables is 

getting more elusive by the day.

Cash is Gold.

BBDO Malaysia closed down. 
It was hot news when we broke 
it. But quite honestly, we will 
hear more of the same till it we 
get indifferent about it. One thing 
I know for sure: BBDO will be 
back.

Johan Ishak resigned as CEO 
of Media Prima TV Networks.

But he got a new job as MD 
of Awesome TV the following 

week.

Good rebound.

Andreas Vogiatzakis 
resigned as CEO of Star 

Media Group.
Big time magazine 

publisher Blue Inc. 
has shuttered.

Will it get any 
worse?

Yes.
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The disgrace 
of online 
advertising 

reached some kind of 
wretched crescendo 
this week as a report 
emerged detailing how 
advertisers are being 
fucked blind by the 
adtech industry.

The ISBA (the UK 
equivalent of the ANA 
in the US) released 
a report on a study 
conducted over a two 
year period by PwC 
that unambiguously 
laid out the absurd 
wastefulness of 
the hideous adtech 
“ecosystem.”

The study was 
conducted to establish 
what component of an 
ad budget invested in 
programmatic online 
advertising actually 
pays for advertising.

Our invincible 
ignorance

///ONLINE THEFT
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///ONLINE THEFT

Fifteen major advertisers, 
including Disney, Unilever and 
Nestlé participated in the study 
as well as 8 agencies, 5 DSPs, 6 
SSPs, and 12 publishers. Also 
participating in the project were 
Google’s dv360 and Ad Manager, 
Amazon Advertising, and the 
Rubicon Project.

“It’s important to realise that 
this study represents the most 
premium parts . . . the highest profile 
advertisers, publishers, agencies 
and adtech,” said the leader of the 
study from PwC. Here are some 
highlights from the report:
• Half of online ad money is 

being siphoned off by the 
adtech “ecosystem” before it 
reaches publishers.

• According to the Financial 
Times, of the 50% of the 
budget that was siphoned 
off, about 1/3 of the dollars 
“were completely untraceable.” 
In some cases the untraceable 
costs were as high as 83%. 
This means the money just 
evaporated into the adtech 
black box without a trace.

• Only 12% of the ad dollars 
were completely transparent 
and traceable. An astounding 
88% of dollars could not be 
traced from end to end.

• From the director-general of 
the ISBA, “The market is damn 
near impenetrable”

A few comments:

•  Remember, this study only 
reported on the highest 
quality tip of the iceberg -- 
the most premium end of the 
programmatic marketplace. 
Imagine what the numbers 
must be like in the rest of the 
adtech cesspool where most 
advertisers swim their laps.

• With the release of this 
study, all the usual clowns 
and apologists for the online 
ad industry seem to have 
suddenly disappeared. I 
haven’t heard anything from 
the arrogant pricks who 
usually hurl abuse at those 
of us trying to shine a light 
on the scourge of adtech. I’m 
sure they’re down in their 
basements busy working on 
their logic-torturing exercises.

• One exception is the always 
reliable IAB. Listen to this 
from an IAB spokesweasel 
“...it is not a dark art and we 
shouldn’t lose sight of the 
crucial role programmatic plays 
in supporting our ad-funded, 
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open web.” Bullshit. Bullshit. 
Bullshit. As usual from these 
creeps, this is utter nonsense. 
The good things we get from 
the web are supported by 
advertising -- not adtech, not 
programmatic horseshit, not 
dodgy middlemen. More 
about this in The Good In 
Online Advertising (and, 
ahem, my books, Advertising 
For Skeptics and BadMen.)

•  Just because 50% of your ad 
budget is reaching publishers 
doesn’t mean you’re getting 
50% of value from your ad 
investment. Let’s not forget the 
enormous amount of fraud in 
the programmatic ecosystem, 
which this report doesn’t address. 
Once half your money escapes 
from the adtech jungle and gets 
to a publisher, it is still exposed  
to creepy “publishers” who 
hang around the programmatic 
playground. As fraud expert 
Dr. Augustine Fou says, “...the 
50% that makes it through to 
publishers could still be subject to 

fraud if that publisher is buying 
traffic and doing other shitty 
things like refreshing the page 
every 10 seconds, refreshing the 
ad slot every 2 seconds, stacking 
10 ads on top of each other, 
loading 1,000 hidden ads in the 
background. The advertiser is 
still exposed to the potential of 
100% fraud if that publisher is 
a fake site using fake traffic, and 
selling their inventory through 
the adtech plumbing.”

• The real blame in all this 
goes to the advertising and 
marketing industry. Us. No 
one who doesn’t have his 
head up his ass should be 
surprised by anything in this 
report. Dumbass bloggers 
and many others have been 
reporting on this forever. The 
advertising and marketing 
industries, lead by duplicitous 
“leaders,” have displayed 
astounding incompetence by 
not cleaning up a trash heap 
that has been stinking up the 
environment for years.

...THE REAL BLAME IN ALL THIS GOES TO THE 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING INDUSTRY. 
US. NO ONE WHO DOESN’T HAVE HIS HEAD 
UP HIS ASS SHOULD BE SURPRISED...

https://adcontrarian.blogspot.com/2018/08/the-good-in-online-advertising.html
https://adcontrarian.blogspot.com/2018/08/the-good-in-online-advertising.html
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085T5V6NC/ref=sr_1_2?crid=VB2TIBVHF5AE&keywords=advertising+for+skeptics&qid=1583971512&s=digital-text&sprefix=Advertising+For+,digital-text,213&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085T5V6NC/ref=sr_1_2?crid=VB2TIBVHF5AE&keywords=advertising+for+skeptics&qid=1583971512&s=digital-text&sprefix=Advertising+For+,digital-text,213&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/BadMen-Advertising-Minor-Annoyance-Menace-ebook/dp/B075Y46TRN/ref=zg_bs_tab_pd_bsnr_2?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=WN0KCE2EJHT4ESGYMYJ7
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cheq-report-online-ad-fraud-to-cost-23-billion-globally-in-2019-300860628.html
http://createsend.com/t/d-45637BFED024DACC
http://createsend.com/t/d-45637BFED024DACC
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WHEN I am asked what 
businesses need from a legal 
perspective in this Covid 
crisis, I come up with a critical 
minimum list of three, for 
our local small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs).

///OPINION

We Need A Covid-19 
Law Right Now  
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First, breathing space to earn income 
and turn around a cash flow deficit to 
meet debts. This translates into:
(a) freezing of demands for payment, 

and
(b) freezing of legal actions until 31 

December 2020, so that they can 
remain focused on rebuilding their 
enterprise, without the distraction of 
demanding creditors.

Second, protection from eviction from 
business premises, and repossession of 
machinery, equipment and assets that 
are essential to generating revenue, 
for a similar period of time. This is 
fundamental to SMEs’ ability to carry on 
business as a going concern.

The above two measures will not 
excuse the performance of obligations. 
They merely suspend the demand and 
enforcement of rights. Eventually, the 
debts need to be paid, with a haircut 
and compromise between creditors and 
debtors, to avoid a graveyard of failed 
businesses.

 The third measure required is then, 
assistance with the restructuring of 
debts. With the freezing of rights in place, 
restructuring may only be called into 
play a few months down the line, but the 
framework must be established now. 

A central agency to deal with all viable 
restructuring will be integral to best 
manage the deluge of insolvency that we 
will inevitably see. Our courts will not be 
able to cope with the numbers.
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Over the last two years, I observed 
about 11 restructuring cases published 
in our law reports. We have more than 
one million companies, 98% of which are 
SMEs.

We will certainly  benefit now from the 
concentrated specialised restructuring, 
vested in one statutory body, with the 
economies of scale derived from a one-
stop negotiating and restructuring centre.

A statutory corporation has to be 
established, with near identical powers 
for the acquisition of non-performing 
loans (NPL) and the appointment of 
Special Administrators (SA).

This affords the ability to carve out 
the more complex borrowings from the 
financial sector, and appoint SAs to help 
manage, restructure the debts and turn 
around these companies. 

The insolvency burden is spread 
between the courts and this central 
agency. Learning from the Danaharta 
experience, more industry participation 
can be injected into the statutory 
structure, including the Oversight 
Committee that approves the 
appointment of SAs.

 Although financial institutions 
(FI) are not terribly affected this time 
around, unlike in the Asian Financial 
Crisis, the acquisition of NPLs from FIs 
is an important step to identify troubled 
companies needing specialist aid.

///OPINION

...LEARNING 
FROM THE 
DANAHARTA 
EXPERIENCE, 
MORE INDUSTRY 
PARTICIPATION 
CAN BE 
INJECTED INTO 
THE STATUTORY 
STRUCTURE, 
INCLUDING THE 
OVERSIGHT 
COMMITTEE 
THAT 
APPROVES THE 
APPOINTMENT 
OF SAS....
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This allows SAs to be appointed over 
appropriate distressed businesses, that 
can then be managed and recovery 
maximised by a specialist statutory team.

No doubt time will be required to 
resource this central agency, but if 
freezing of rights under the first two 
measures are put in place, we have six 
months to source the requisite people 
with skill, talent and integrity.

To ensure adequate balance, the 
computation of time for time-bar 
purposes for commencement of legal 
action must recognise and exclude 
the time suspended by this statutory 
moratorium.

Similarly, time for the claw back of 
assets by liquidators for undue preference 
or undervalued transactions, will need 
to be extended to reflect the freezing of 
rights.

The requisite period of default before 
the commencements of the winding-up of 
a company may also be included in this 
Act, instead of the current Exemption 
Order that is terribly flawed.

Most GLCs will not be subject to this 
freezing of rights. This will allow for 
circulation of some payment within the 
economy. A schedule of the relevant 
sectors to which these provisions apply 
can be drawn.

It is not the solution to all problems 
but it is the minimum legal intervention 
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local SMEs will need. At least 
local creditors are held off for a 
while. Creditors have the local 
banks hold off for a while.

What is clear is that all these 
can only be done by an Act of 
Parliament, not by subsidiary 
regulation. A new Act is 
desperately needed to deal with 
extenuating circumstances. And 
we need it now. In May 2020. 
Not July, not October 2020. 

A delay of two months will 
result in a rush to enforce 
rights, in an attempt to be the 
first to grab at depleting assets. 
There will be a spate of winding 
up actions by creditors, given 
the widely held view that the 
Exemption Order is ultra vires 
the parent Companies Act 2016. 

The debtor companies, 
desperate for breathing space 
will resort to unmeritorious 
applications to Court for 
the appointment of Judicial 
Managers, possibly in abuse of 
process. A pandemic will turn 
to pandemonium. Utter chaos, 
fuelled by fear and survival 
instincts.

What is needed instead is 
a wholesome legally binding 
framework, that lends 
much required certainty 
and structure to the current 
volatile circumstances. This 
will promote confidence. It 
will reassure the people. It will 
support businesses to regain a 
handle on commercial life. 

 Isn’t that what a 
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government is entrusted to 
do? We need this now, more 
than ever. It takes only a few 
days for our able Parliamentary 
draftsmen to draft the Bill.

A similar Act passed in 
Singapore, gives valuable 
guidance.  The first and second 
reading of an emergency 
enactment was done in one day.

The Covid Act for Malaysia 
can and should be passed now.

 The New Act can envisage a 
part 2, that may be brought in 
by amendment subsequently, to 
provide also
(i) for the treatment of 

employment contacts;
(ii) residential tenancy 

agreements,
(iii) personal loans from 

financial institutions;
(iv) tax exemptions for 

renegotiated obligations;
(v) remote hearings in Courts;
(vi) manner of convening of 

statutory meetings, and 
whatever else deemed 
necessary. We can wait a 
little longer perhaps for 
that.

by lawyer Sitpah 
Selvaratnam who has 
previously advised Danaharta 
during the Asian financial crisis. 
This article first appeared on 
Focus Malaysia, May 9 2020. 

Editor: Some of you will be 
asking, if nobody pays anyone 
isn’t it a zero sum game? Sitpah 
explains... The idea is for local 
SMEs to be patient all around, 
backed by laws. Trade creditors 
will also have their creditors and 
banks hold off from demanding 
payment. There is a chain of 
contracts treated with legal 
indulgence. But it will have a 
cut off date for old contracts. 
New contracts have to be paid 
and honoured, and new monies 
generated, whilst old debts 
restructured. It is to recognize 
the unprecedented few months 
of COVID-19 that need to go into 
cold storage for a while. Foreign 
creditors have to be paid and 
foreign debts collected. 

https://focusmalaysia.my/mainstream/we-need-a-covid-19-law-right-now/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook
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BBDO Malaysia’s Executive Creative 
Director Donevan Chew took to 
Facebook to reflect on the past while 

helping his “stars” look for work…..BBDO 
will let go its staff and close the agency 
moving forward. MARKETING commends 
him for the thoughtful message as good 
people are truly hard to find…  “If ever the 
office goes down, will you be the first to 
jump ship?” 

An art director of mine once cheekily 
asked me.  “No”, I replied without skipping 
a beat.  That’s because I’ve built a team of 
amazing talents which I’ve grown to be so 
fond of.  This is a shout out to them as they 
continue to #WFH.  

///CREATIVE POWERHOUSE

BBDO 
ECD pens 
parting 
thoughts 
as agency 
closes

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10E5xLL7dEXWmRUwBMxEOfbb9O00ih7Fc
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/bbdo-ecd-pens-parting-thoughts-as-agency-closes/
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“IF EVER THE OFFICE GOES DOWN, WILL 
YOU BE THE FIRST TO JUMP SHIP?”

Calvin. Uber reliable senior 
writer. When I hired him, it felt 
like I reeled in a group head at 
a steal. A true big brother who 
guides and inspires the team. 

Wei Wen. Reminds me of myself 
when I was a young writer. Not 
that I’m that old… but yeah, 
he settles for nothing else but 
greatness.

Boon. He can make a classified 
ad look award-winning. A 
restless creative who will stop 
at nothing to find that one idea 
and will not rest till he crafts it to 
awesomeness.

Aki Jay. A young art director who 
isn’t afraid to punch above her 
weight. She is never afraid to 
take on any challenge and shine.  

Jass. She joined me to prove 
herself. And prove herself she 
did. With her signature chuckle, 
she rose to my every challenge 
and bagged a few awards along 
the way. Proud that she was 
poached.

Michelle. Jovial in her 
personality, quirky in her ideas. 
Challenged my judgement, but 
respected my decisions. Never 
fails to deliver some bright 
sparks. Jass’ perfect sparring 
partner. Both of you will do 
great.  

Jia Hao. Trusty senior designer. 
Never lets the art directors down. 
Never lets me down.  Firdaus. 
He can really give any campaign 
a local spin. An ideator, never a 
translator. 

“Ada balls buru idea lokal.”  

Team Flare@BBDO, Zyra, 
Triston and Kenny. Behind-the-
scene magicians who make the 
impossible, possible. Respect.  

And of course, Bala Chow. My 
never-say-die right hand man. 
Who has gone through thick and 
thin with me. Earned my respect 
as a creative, earned my trust as a 
friend.  

Kudos to all of you!
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Creative Agency Month Account Area
VMLY&R Feb Intel Global
Ogilvy Feb Hong Kong Tourism Board Malaysia
VMLY&R Jan Hong Leong Assurance Malaysia
FCB Mar Berjaya Sompo  Project Malaysia
BBDO Mar Unilever  Project Malaysia
Ogilvy Jan Jotun  Project Malaysia
Ogilvy Jan Nestle  Project Malaysia
DDB Feb Sunsilk Malaysia
VMLY&R Mar BBK Electronics Project Malaysia

NEW BUSINESS WINS
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Media Agency Month Account Area
PHD Feb Diageo Global
PHD Jan Warner Bros Pictures Malaysia
MediaCom Feb SK Magic Malaysia
Universal McCann Jan Emirates Airlines Global
Mindshare Feb Kimberly Clark Malaysia
Universal McCann Feb Safi Malaysia
OMD Feb INOVA Malaysia
Universal McCann Mar Seek Asia - Job Street Malaysia
PHD Jan Warner Brothers Malaysia
MediaCom Jan Hasbro Global

NEW BUSINESS WINS
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CHINA 
 
Boon Chuang 
Freelance CD
Kevin Lee 
Film Director, FarFar Films
Andrew Low 
ECD, Ogilvy Beijing
Joey Khor 
ECD, George P Johnson Experience 
Marketing Beijing
Boone Wong 
Creative, Anomaly
Nikken 
Creative, Anomaly
Danny Yap 
CD, O&M Shanghai
Andrew Shee 
CD, O&M Shanghai
Simon Fong 
Freelance CD, O&M Shanghai
Willeon Leong 
ACD, O&M Shanghai

Callum Ng 
Creative Group Head, O&M 
Shanghai
Jazzy Chan 
ECD, Saatchi Shanghai
Jasphine Chew 
Creative Director, Saatchi Shanghai
Miimo Leong 
Creative Director, Saatchi Shanghai
KaiLoon 
Creative Director, Saatchi Shanghai
Wong KaiMing 
SCD, JWT Shanghai
Ellie See 
Design Head, Anomaly
Cheong Yew Fei 
ECD, Saatchi Shanghai
Ong Kien Hoe 
CCO, VMLY&R Shanghai 
Ken Wong 
CD, VMLY&R Shanghai
Kevin Lunsung 
Founder, The Great Indoors

Our creative economy is

brain dead 
After seeing so many Malaysians go on stage at Cannes 
Lions, it hurt me to know they do not return home to 
our country but to their respective homes overseas. So 
together with super sleuths Edward Ong and Simon Fong, 
we keep track of our best people and look from afar as 
they chart their destinies…. TalentCorp listen up!

///BRAIN DRAIN

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10E5xLL7dEXWmRUwBMxEOfbb9O00ih7Fc
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Desmond Ho 
Creative Director, Publicis
Kelvin Leong 
ECD, BBDO Shanghai
Yan Chay 
ECD, BBDO Shanghai
Joshua Tay 
Group CD, TBWA Shanghai
Yuki Siew 
Senior AD, the Lego Agency 
Shanghai
Kit Ong 
Unboxer 
UBXED/ Spark44 Shanghai

US
 
Pebble Goh 
VP CD, BBDO new York
Ronald Ng 
Global CCO, Isobar
Naz Kasim 
Group CD, Havas New York

SINGAPORE
 
Karen Wong 
Senior Creative Lead (APAC), Lego
Primus Nair  
Head of Creative, Lego APAC
Douglas Goh 
CD, TBWA
Daniel Kee 
ECD, Lowe
Theo Tan 
ECD, Gyro
Adam Miranda 
Founder and CD, Fishermen

Chan Siew Lian 
Head of Content Curation & 
Strategy, UOB Bank
Alex Lim 
Content Lead (Social and 
Experiential), Mercury
Tan Giap How 
Associate CD, Publicis Groupe
Sid Quah 
Head of Production
Invisible Artists
Tim Chan 
ECD and Partner, GOVT
Colin Pereira  
Founder and Head of Creative, Fuse 
Eddie Azadi 
CD, Google PAC
Greg Yeo 
Lecturer at Ngee Ann Poly/ 
Freelance CD
VJ Anand 
Head of Creative, VaynerMedia 
APAC

BANGKOK
 
Woon 
Regional ECD, Hakuhudo

DUBAI

Leslie Paul 
CD, C2 Comms

AUSTRALIA

Kevin Sim 
Freelance CD
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Cheryl Ha WeiNa 
Creative Consultant
Joanna Spencer 
Head of Marketing, Unity Bank
Jamie Toh 
Snr AD, Saatchi & Saatchi Wellness
Simon Wong 
Director, Team Content

JAKARTA

Brian Capel 
CEO, Publicis Groupe 

HK

Christel Chong 
Assoc CD, DDB

VIETNAM

Andy Soong 
ECD, Dentsu Alpha
Malcolm Soh 
Owner and EP, Laughing Buddha
Joe Teoh 
Founder and CD 
The Locals

INDIA

Kay Khoo 
Partner, Fish do it consultants

LONDON

Joel Lim 

Creative Innovation, 
Ogilvy UK

CAMBODIA 

Izwar Zakri 
Co-founder and CD, K+Z 
advertising

///BRAIN DRAIN

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10E5xLL7dEXWmRUwBMxEOfbb9O00ih7Fc


Client:  HEROES 
Agency:  Iris London 
Market:  United Kingdom 
Platform: Instagram

creative showcase


